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The fact that the spins of the quarks in the proton, as measured in deep inelastic lepton-proton
scattering, only add up to about 30% of the spin of the proton is still not understood after 30
years. We show that our newly developed model for the quark and gluon momentum distributions
in the proton, based on quantum fluctuations of the proton into baryon-meson pairs convoluted
with Gaussian momentum distributions of partons in hadrons, can essentially reproduce the data
on the proton spin structure function gP1 (x) and the associated spin asymmetry. A further improved
description of the data is achieved by also including the relativistic correction of the Melosh trans-
formation to the light-front formalism used in deep inelastic scattering. However, this does not fully
resolve the spin puzzle, including also the neutron spin structure and the spin sum rules. These
aspects can also be accounted for by our few-parameter model if the conventional SU(6) flavor-spin
symmetry is broken, giving new information on the non-perturbative bound-state nucleon.
INTRODUCTION
The EMC experiment [1] at CERN initiated the pro-
ton spin puzzle through a measurement showing that the
spins of the quarks in a proton only add up to a frac-
tion of the spin of the proton. This triggered large efforts
on both the experimental and theoretical side to investi-
gate the problem and interpret the data, see the reviews
[2–6]. In spite of substantial advances giving much more
data and more elaborate theoretical calculations the ba-
sic problem remains after 30 years. The spin 1/2 of the
proton (along a quantization axis) is given by the sum of
the angular momenta of its constituents
1/2 = ∆Σ/2 + ∆g + Lq + Lg, (1)
where ∆Σ =
∑
q=u,d,s... ∆q sums the difference ∆q =
q↑ − q↓ of spin along and opposite the proton spin car-
ried by all quarks and antiquarks in the proton. Similarly
∆g = g↑ − g↓ for the spin of gluons, whereas Lq and Lg
denote the possible orbital angular momenta carried by
quarks or gluons. The measurements [7, 8] give ∆Σ ∼ 0.3
and ∆g so small that a significant part of the proton spin
remains unexplained.
Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of electrons or muons
on protons probes the proton structure by the exchange
of a virtual photon (four-momentum q, momentum trans-
fer Q2 = −q2). For unpolarized protons the inclusive
cross-section is dσ/(dxdQ2) ∼ F2(x,Q2), where the pro-
ton structure function
F2(x,Q
2) =
∑
q
e2qx
(
q(x,Q2) + q¯(x,Q2)
)
, (2)
is interpreted in terms of parton distribution functions
(PDFs) q(x,Q2) for the probability to find a quark, of
flavor q and charge eq, carrying energy-momentum frac-
tion x of the proton when probed at the scale Q2, and
analogously for antiquarks q¯. For polarized protons, the
polarized structure function is defined as
g1(x,Q
2) =
1
2
∑
q
e2q∆q(x,Q
2), (3)
in terms of polarized PDFs ∆q(x,Q2) = q↑(x,Q2) −
q↓(x,Q2) such that the above ∆q =
∫ 1
0
dx∆q(x,Q2).
The unpolarized quark and gluon PDFs are well con-
strained from structure function measurements, with Q2-
dependence well understood in terms of the DGLAP
equations [9–11] from perturbative QCD (pQCD). How-
ever, the basic x-dependence at the starting scale Q20 ∼
1 GeV2 of pQCD evolution originates from the bound-
state proton where no proper theoretical description is
available for its soft non-perturbative QCD dynamics.
PDFs are, therefore, conventionally described by many-
parameter fits without physics insights. We have recently
presented [12] a physically motivated, few-parameter,
model for the PDFs at Q20, which is here used to study
the spin degree of freedom and thereby the proton spin
puzzle.
SPIN-DEPENDENT PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS
Our model for the PDFs in the proton is a convolu-
tion of quantum fluctuations at the hadron level, and at
the parton level. The essential parts are reviewed here,
referring to [12] and references therein for details. At the
hadron level, the proton can fluctuate into baryon-meson
(BM) states, giving the proton quantum state
|P 〉 = αbare |P 〉bare +
∑
BM
αBM |BM〉 (4)
with BM = Npi,∆pi,ΛK+, · · · . Using the well estab-
lished leading-order Lagrangian of three-flavor chiral per-
turbation theory [13–16], our model gives the probabili-
ties |αBM |2 for the different fluctuations, the distribution
of their internal momenta and includes the spin degree of
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FIG. 1. Lepton scattering, via virtual photon exchange, on a
quark in (a) the bare proton, (b) the baryon or (c) the meson
in a baryon-meson quantum fluctuation of the proton.
freedom. For a detailed account of the chiral symmetry
basis for the baryon-meson Fock components we refer to
[17–22]. The different terms are theoretically well defined
and related to each other with only three coupling con-
stants known from hadronic processes and weak decays
of baryons [12].
The importance of these hadronic fluctuations for the
spin measurement is immediately clear from the fact that
the nucleon-pion is in a p-wave due to the negative parity
of the pion. This orbital angular momentum of the whole
hadronic system is not observable by a point-like large-
Q2 photon that couples to a single quark. Moreover, the
nucleon in the fluctuation can have its spin flipped com-
pared to the original proton spin and thereby a probed
quark in the nucleon can give a contribution of oppo-
site polarization. A probed quark in the spin-zero pion
will give zero contribution to the measured polarization.
Thus, the hadronic fluctuations reduce the measured po-
larization at the quark level. To account for this in DIS we
allow for the possibilities that the virtual photon probes
a parton either in the bare proton, or in the meson (M)
or the baryon (B) of a fluctuation, see Fig. 1.
Using light-cone time-ordered perturbation theory, we
obtain the probability distribution as a function of the
light-cone fraction y = p+B/p
+
P for a probed baryon with
helicity λ in a baryon-meson fluctuation (for the proton
polarized along the +zˆ axis)
fλBM (y)=
|gBM |2
2y(1− y)
∫
d2k⊥
(2pi)3
∣∣∣∣G(y, k2⊥,Λ2H)Sλ (y,k⊥)m2P −m2(y, k2⊥)
∣∣∣∣2.
(5)
The corresponding function for probing the meson is
fMB(y) = fBM (1− y) ≡
∑
λ
fλBM (1− y). (6)
The propagator encodes the suppression due to the vir-
tuality of the fluctuation given by the difference of the
squared masses of the proton and the baryon-meson sys-
tem m2(y, k2⊥) ≡ (m2B + k2⊥)/y + (m2M + k2⊥)/(1− y).
Ref. [12] specifies the details of the hadronic cou-
plings gBM , the vertex functions S
λ (y,k⊥) and the cut-
off form factor G
(
y, k2⊥,Λ
2
H
)
= exp
[−A2/(2Λ2H)]. The
form factor accounts for the fact that the description in
terms of hadronic degrees of freedom is only valid at
hadronic scales and therefore exponentially suppressed
for hadronic momentum transfers above the scale param-
eter ΛH . Because ΛH is related to the switch to partonic
degrees of freedom, one expects ΛH to be of the same
order as the starting scale Q0 of the pQCD formalism.
The fluctuation probabilities in (4) are |αBM (ΛH)|2 =∫ 1
0
dy fBM (y) giving an overall fluctuation probability of
several tens of percent [12].
Due to the hadronic fluctuations, PDFs for the unpo-
larized proton are given by a bare part and a convolution
part
fi/P (x) = f
bare
i/P (x)
+
∑
λ,H∈{B,M}
∫
dy dz δ(x− yz)fbarei/H (z)fλH/P (y), (7)
with the hadronic distributions fH/P (y) given by (5,6).
Our model [12] for the bare PDFs at the starting
scale Q20 includes valence quarks and gluons, whereas sea
quarks are generated by our hadronic fluctuations.
In the hadron rest frame, with no preferred direction,
it is natural to assume a spherically symmetric momen-
tum distribution. In the absence of a proper description
derived from QCD we assume a Gaussian shape, that
suppresses large momentum fluctuations, and may repre-
sent the added effect of many soft momentum exchanges
within the bound state hadron. The four-momentum dis-
tribution for a parton of type i = q, q¯, g of mass mi in
hadron H is therefore given by
Fi/H(k) = Ni/H exp
[
− (k0 −mi)
2 + k2x + k
2
y + k
2
z
2σ2i
]
,
(8)
where N is a normalization factor. The width σ is ex-
pected to be physically given by the uncertainty relation
∆x∆p ∼ ~/2 that enforces increasing momentum fluctu-
ations for a particle confined in a smaller spatial range.
With the hadron size as ∆x one expects σ ∼ 0.1 GeV.
Using light-cone momenta, x = k+/p+H is the proper
energy-momentum fraction (independent of longitudinal
boosts) carried by a parton in a hadron, giving [12]
fbarei/H (x) =
∫ ′ d4k
(2pi)4
δ
(
k+/p+H − x
)
Fi/H(k). (9)
The prime on the integral sign indicates the kinemat-
ical constraints on the k-integral: the scattered parton
four-vector j must be on-shell or have a time-like virtu-
ality (causing final-state QCD radiation) limited by the
mass of the hadronic system, i.e. m2i < j
2 = (k + q)2 <
(pH + q)
2, and the hadron remnant must have a four-
vector r2 = (pH − k)2 > 0, cf. Fig. 1a. This introduces
the four-momentum q of the virtual photon which re-
shapes the originally spherically symmetric function (8)
into a distribution that contains the directional informa-
tion from the probe of the DIS measurement process. The
3constraints also imply that x is restricted to its physical
range 0 < x < 1, and that the PDFs vanish smoothly as
x→ 1 [12].
The normalization factors Nq/H(σq,mq) are fixed by
the flavor sum rules, that is Ni =
∫ 1
0
dx fbarei/H (x)—giving
the correct number (Ni) of valence quarks of flavor i in a
given hadron H. The gluon normalization Ng/H(σg, 0) is
fixed by momentum conservation, that is, by the require-
ment
∑
i
∫ 1
0
dx xfbarei/H (x) = 1.
The Gaussian widths are taken as σg, σ1, and σ2 for the
distributions of the gluon and for a quark flavor occurring
once (
∫ 1
0
dx fbareq/H (x) = 1) or twice (
∫ 1
0
dx fbareq/H (x) = 2) in
a hadron. For instance σ2 (σ1) is the Gaussian width for
the u (d) distribution in the proton. The distributions
containing three quarks of the same flavor can be ob-
tained using isospin relations (throughout this work we
ignore isospin breaking effects, which are generically on
the order of 1%).
With this fbarei/H (x) of a hadron inserted in (7) the PDFs
of the proton quantum state are obtained at Q20 and then
evolved to largerQ2 with conventional DGLAP equations
[23]. The values of the five free parameters in the model
are obtained by fitting proton structure function data
from inclusive DIS on unpolarized protons [12]:
σ1 = 0.11 GeV, σ2 = 0.22 GeV, σg = 0.028 GeV,
Q0 = 0.88 GeV, ΛH = 0.87 GeV. (10)
It is noteworthy that the Gaussian widths have reason-
able magnitudes [12] and that ΛH andQ0 have essentially
the same value, as expected because both relate to the
transition from hadron to parton degrees of freedom.
As basis for the spin dependent PDFs, ∆fi(x) =
f↑i (x) − f↓i (x), at Q20 it is suggestive to use as a first
approximation the non-relativistic SU(6) quark model,
combining the global SU(3) flavor symmetry (u, d, s)
with the SU(2) spin group. This results in well defined
spin and flavor decomposition of all used baryons and
mesons [24], e.g. for the proton giving ∆fPu = 4/3 and
∆fPd = −1/3. We use such ∆f from SU(6) to rescale
the unpolarized fbarei/H (x) of (9) by the factor ∆f
SU(6)
i/H =
∆fi/H/
∫ 1
0
dz fbarei/H (z) to obtain its spin-dependent ver-
sion with correct normalization.
Concerning the spins of the partons in a hadron, the
discussion has so far been limited to a non-relativistic
treatment where spin is treated independently from mo-
tion. However, DIS probes the proton on the light-cone,
a highly relativistic process. The partons move relative
to the hadron, so their helictites do not necessarily agree
with their spin component along the spin quantization
axis of the proton (which is conveniently chosen along
the collision axis of the proton and the virtual photon).
The effect of the probed quark’s transverse motion on the
spin measurement can be accounted for by the Melosh
transformation, leading to the suppression factor [25–29]
M(k) =
(k+ +mq)
2 − k2⊥
(k+ +mq)2 + k2⊥
. (11)
Including this suppression factor when integrating over
the momentum k in Eq. (9), we obtain the expression for
the polarized PDFs of a bare hadron
∆fbarei/H (x) =∆f
SU(6)
i/H
∫ ′ d4k
(2pi)4
δ
(
k+
p+H
− x
)
Fi/H(k)M(k)
(12)
where the integral is subject to the same energy-
momentum constraints as for the unpolarized case in Eq.
(9). To include also the hadronic fluctuations, the full
∆fi is obtained from (7) by replacing f
bare
i/H (z) therein by
∆fbarei/H (z) from (12) and properly accounting for the spin
dependence of the hadronic vertex functions Sλ(y,k⊥).
The Melosh factor (11) is based on the relativistic for-
malism with on-shell four-momenta; off-shell partons do
not have a well-defined Melosh transformation although
one may argue that time-like momenta should behave in a
similar manner. In our confinement-based model, Eq. (8),
with Gaussian fluctuations of order 0.1 GeV of all com-
ponents of a parton’s four-vector k, the probed quark will
typically be somewhat off-shell. The effective quark mass
can therefore be of order 0.1 GeV, even for bare quark
masses of a few MeV, as used in (8). It is then natural
to replace mq in the Melosh factor (11) by
√|k2|, where
the modulus is to also include fluctuations with a slightly
space-like k-vector. The Melosh transformation then re-
sults in an overall relativistic spin suppression factor of
0.52 for the integrated spin PDFs of quarks. This fac-
tor becomes 0.7 when space-like k-vectors of the probed
quark are rejected.
As seen from Eq. (11) the main effect of the relativistic
Melosh correction arises from the transverse momentum
k2⊥ of the probed quark. The net effect therefore is not
only an overall suppression, but also a stronger suppres-
sion at lower x and therefore a somewhat modified x-
shape of the spin PDFs relative to the unpolarized PDFs.
Comparing in Fig. 2 the dashed to the dash-dotted curves
illustrates this suppression and the shift of the respective
peak to larger x values.
COMPARISON TO SPIN STRUCTURE DATA
Since the five parameters (10) in our model are deter-
mined from unpolarized structure function data, there
is no remaining free parameter to fit to measured spin
structure functions. When comparing to data for polar-
ized protons and neutrons in Figs. 3 to 5 and in Table I,
we show the effect of including the different ingredients
in the model, first only the bare nucleon, then adding
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FIG. 2. Spin dependent proton PDFs for x∆uv = x∆u−x∆u¯
and x∆dv = x∆d− x∆d¯. Model curves for bare proton (dot-
ted), and successively adding the effects of hadronic fluc-
tuations (dashed), relativistic Melosh transformation (dash-
dotted) and SU(6) breaking (full).
hadronic fluctuations and then also the relativistic cor-
rection via the Melosh transformation.
Considering first the proton spin structure function
xg1(x) in Fig. 3a it is clear that having only the bare pro-
ton gives a too large fraction of the proton spin carried by
the quarks, but including the hadronic fluctuations lowers
the result substantially to be systematically just slightly
above data. This shows that a large part of the missing
spin is related to the effects discussed above in terms of
orbital angular momentum of the baryon-meson system
and contributions of spin-flipped baryon and zero-spin
pion. Adding also the Melosh transformation the result-
ing xg1(x) is further reduced to be slightly on the low
side of the data. From Fig. 4 similar conclusions are ob-
tained by the comparison of our model to the measured
proton spin asymmetry which is essentially the ratio of
the polarized and the unpolarized structure function,
A1(x) =
[
g1(x)− Q
2
ν2 g2(x)
]
/F1(x) ≈ 2xg1(x)/F2(x) [5].
Including these spin structure function data in a fine-
tuning of the model parameters one may well get an
even better description of these data. Considering only
the proton spin structure one could then be satisfied and
consider the proton spin puzzle solved. However, there
are more pieces in this puzzle, namely the neutron spin
and the spin sum rules.
The spin structure function of the neutron, xgn1 (x) in
Fig. 3b, has much smaller magnitude than that of the
proton. This is expected because with the bare neutron
state given by an isospin flip, meaning SU(6) spin factors
∆fnd = ∆f
P
u = 4/3, ∆f
n
u = ∆f
P
d = −1/3 and PDFs
dn(x) = uP (x), un(x) = dP (x) and assuming the same
x-shape of u(x) and d(x), then the balance of squared
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FIG. 4. The proton spin asymmetry AP1 (x). Data from COM-
PASS [7] and model curves as in Fig. 3.
quark charges and ∆q’s gives xgn1 (x) = 0. This is close to
being the case, but not quite. In our model the x-shapes
are slightly different due to σ2 > σ1, meaning that the
neutron’s d-distribution is harder, but the small d-charge
makes xgn1 only slightly positive at large x, whereas the
four times larger charge-squared of the u-quark with its
softer x-shape gives negative xgn1 at smaller x. The data
on xgn1 (x) show this trend qualitatively.
More information is available via the integrals [30–32]
ΓP±n(xmin) =
∫ 1
xmin
dx
(
gP1 (x)± gn1 (x)
)
(13)
shown in Fig. 5 for data and model. The naive model
with only the bare nucleons gives too high values which
are not shown. The data on ΓP+n can be qualitatively
described when including both hadronic fluctuations and
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as a
function of xmin. Data from COMPASS [5, 7, 33] and model
curves for nucleon with hadronic fluctuations (dashed), in-
cluding relativistic Melosh transformation (dash-dotted) and
also including SU(6) breaking (bands).
the Melosh transformation, although being below data
in the valence quark x-region. The data on ΓP−n are
rather well described by the model including hadronic
fluctuations, but the model falls far below the data when
including the Melosh transformation.
The integral ΓP−n(0) constitutes the Bjorken sum rule
[31, 32], which in QCD gets radiative corrections [34],
ΓP−nBj (Q
2) = |gA/gV |
[
1 + CNS(αs(Q
2))
]
/6. (14)
Using CNS(0.25) = −0.1195 and |gA/gV | = 1.2723 ±
0.0023 (measured in neutron beta decay) [35] gives
ΓP−nBj (3 GeV
2) = 0.187 (arrow in Fig. 5) in very good
agreement with the experimental value, ΓP−n = 0.181±
0.008 (stat.)±0.014 (syst.) [7]. However, our model utiliz-
ing ∆f
SU(6)
i/H is in disagreement with (14). This indicates
a breaking of the naive SU(6) symmetry.
Therefore we abandon SU(6) symmetry for the nucleon
and explore which values of ∆fPu and ∆f
P
d are required
to reproduce the Bjorken sum rule value ΓP−n(0). Due
to the probabilistic interpretation of the (bare) PDFs,
these parameters cannot be varied freely because one has
to ensure that the number of quarks with a specific spin
orientation does not exceed the total number of quarks,
i.e. −2 ≤ ∆fPu ≤ 2 and −1 ≤ ∆fPd ≤ 1.
To reproduce the value of the integral ΓP−n(0) these
parameters have to take their limiting values
∆fPu = 2 , ∆f
P
d = −1 , (15)
in striking contrast to the SU(6) values.
With (15) one obtains the full curves in Figs. 2-4 and
the lower limit of the bands shown in Fig. 5. Being still
somewhat on the low side of the Bjorken sum rule, one
should realize that a perfect agreement is not expected
TABLE I. ∆Σ at Q2 = 3 GeV2 from our model with bare
proton, hadronic fluctuations, Melosh relativistic spin, SU(6)
breaking compared to COMPASS data [7].
bare hadronic fluct. Melosh SU(6) break. ∆Σexp
∆Σ 0.95 0.75 0.39 0.39 0.26–0.36
as long as our parameters are not fine-tuned to data.
To demonstrate the potential of our model, we explore
the impact of varying the parameter ΛH in (10). Grad-
ually reducing it by 10% (which does not upset model
agreement with unpolarized structure function data [12])
leads to the bands in Fig. 5 giving a satisfying agree-
ment with the Bjorken sum rule. This demonstrates that
our model is also capable to describe the spin structure
data. Interestingly, (15) suggests in sharp contrast to the
non-relativistic quark model that the overwhelming part
of the up (down) quarks in the bare proton has spins
parallel (opposite) to the proton spin.
Finally, the overall result in terms of the fraction of
the proton spin carried by quarks is provided in Table I.
The model result for ∆Σ is reduced and approaches the
experimental value when more of the physically signifi-
cant effects are included. The value does not change by
adding the SU(6) breaking, due to ∆fPu +∆f
P
d being the
same for the non-relativistic quark model and for (15).
The final value of ∆Σ compares reasonably well with the
experimental result.
CONCLUSIONS
In a proton one observes, depending on the reso-
lution, hadronic fluctuations, constituent partons and
partonic fluctuations. Only the latter are described by
perturbative QCD, while all ingredients are important
for the description of the PDFs. A simple model that
distributes the partons in a hadron with a statistical
Gaussian weight, folded with the probabilities for specific
hadronic fluctuations is capable of describing a large
wealth of DIS structure function data. The input is
fixed by low-energy hadron phenomenology except for
the five parameters (10) which take physically expected
values when compared to data [12]. With the choice
(15) that encodes the deviation from the spin-structure
prediction of the non-relativistic quark model, the spin
dependent structure functions can be added to the list of
successfully described DIS data. It is encouraging that
the well-established DGLAP equations of perturbative
QCD, low-energy hadron physics and statistical distri-
butions of many-body physics play so fruitfully together
in the quest to understand the structure of the nucleon.
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